Parkrose Provides: Mobile Locker System
Convenient and Confidential for better food pantry access to students facing food insecurity within the Parkrose High School Community.

Problem Statement
Around 71% of our students qualify for free or reduced lunch.
This makes it more likely that families need food at home due to
financial constraints which the pandemic only worsened. We
already have a food pantry in place that sends backpacks of
food home for students to use during the weekends, called
Parkrose Provides. Some of the issues our current system has
are lack of sustainability, difficulties in maintaining students
confidentiality, and limited times to access backpacks. Our
project’s goals were to improve access and confidentiality to
remove the guilt and shame some students feel from receiving
food from the school.

Objectives
In designing the Parkrose Provides Mobile Locker System, our
primary focus was to improve confidentiality, by empowering
students to collect their backpacks independently, without
having to connect with a staff member. Our secondary
focuses were to improve access for students outside of school
hours, and to improve the efficiency of packing and distributing
backpacks by volunteers. We had plenty of ideas for solving
these issues, but we landed on a mobile locker system. The
locker aspect is essential because it provides confidentiality and
security, making it so that students do not have to feel shame
and humiliation when collecting backpacks from staff and in
front of peers. In addition, the locker system protects backpacks
from tampering and weather conditions when parked outside. Its
mobility makes it ease to transport to and from the food pantry,
allowing for packing and distribution to be more efficient. The
mobility of the system also allows us to place it in an
inconspicuous area so that specific students know the location
and can pick up their food without the scrutiny of others. An
added benefit was improved access - the locker system made it
possible for students to pick up their food bags after school
hours; this was particularly important to those students who
participate in after-school activities and athletics. It is our hope
that with increased confidentiality and access, more families will
be able to take advantage of the access to food backpacks
provided through Parkrose Provides.

User Requirements
● Confidentiality - Our solution distributes backpacks
without adult/peer involvement
● Access - Our solution allows for students to pick up
backpacks at a time that is convenient for them, allowing
for students who participate in afterschool activities to
access support.
● Efficiency - Our solution eliminates the need to
distribute food to multiple locations making the process
more efficient to save time for volunteers who staff the
food pantry.
● Mobility (implicit) - Backpacks must be packed in the
food pantry location. Our solution can be easily moved
from the food pantry to a central area for pick up by
students
● Specificity (implicit) - Each backpack is packed with
culturally relevant foods for each family. Our solution
provides each student with a locker and a specific code
that allows them to access their specific backpack.
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Prototype Graphic
12 Individual
lockers in two
levels.

A servo lock to
secure the
backpack before
collection

Four wheels to
allow for the
cart to be easily
moved from the
food pantry to
pick-up location

A nine-key
keypad specific to
each locker to
allow for
password entry

Prototype Details
Our prototype is a mobile locker system. Key features include four lockable wheels on the bottom that allow its
operators to move it seamlessly throughout the school and allow for it to be parked in an inconspicuous area
where specific students can access food support backpacks at their own convenience. The twelve lockers are
each secured by a servo lock attached to a keypad. When the correct password is entered, the servo rotates,
unlocking the locker, and allowing for access to food resources. When the student returns the backpack, the
locker can be relocked using the * or # buttons

Variable Declaration Section
● Two libraries are added to call the functions for the keypad and servo components
● The servo is defined and the correct password is specified
● The position of each keypad stroke is mapped in a matrix system, and the arduino
is told which pins connect to the rows and columns.

This circuit includes an arduino, 4 x 4 keypad,
and servo motor.
● The keypad columns are connected to pins
2-5; The keypad rows are connected to pins
6-9
● The servo is connected to pin 11.
When the correct password is entered into the
keypad (input), the microprocessor processes
the information , and relays a message to the
servo to change angle (output). When the # or *
button is pressed into the keypad (input), the
arduino sends the message to the servo to
change angle (output).
Without the arduino, the information would not
be processed and keypad input (password)
would not result in the servo output (angle
change).
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We reviewed our interview
notes and identified areas
where we could improve her
experience. These included
improving confidentiality,
increasing efficiency of
distribution, and creating better
systems for inventory collection.
She shared that when her
students created the food
pantry, a primary goal was to
create a system where students
would feel safe to request food
resources when needed.

We brainstormed our ideas
together, to solve the barriers
that we identified. We
considered a cart that could be
used to transport backpacks to
classrooms, a campus garden
to help grow needed fresh food,
and a locker system that could
provide a confidential and
secure way for students to
collect food. We chose the
locker system because we
believed that it solves the
primary barrier preventing
students from accessing food.

We used cardboard to
complete our first rapid
prototype. In future iterations,
we added features, such as
the wheels and additional
lockers. We used PVC pipe,
corrugated plastic,
cardboard, and wood to build
our final mobile locker
system. Throughout the
process, we experimented
with circuitry and code so
that the keypad and servo
lock could add the
functionality we imagined.

When Ms.Ediza finally got to take
a look at our product design, she
was ecstatic. She thought it was
great that we decided to focus on
confidentiality and having this
locker system for the food pantry
could really make things easier on
both the staff and students. She
suggested that we could add
additional lockers (from 6 to 12)
so that we could feed more
families and help the pantry
expand access. She also asked
for wheels to make packing more
efficient.

We created a pitch video and
design brief for our product to
entice potential users, and
investors of the MESA world.
We want you to think about the
impact this could have in the
process of helping out families
struggling with food insecurity. If
this became a reality, our
product will make it easier for
students to have access to
needed food without being
made fun of! We hope that this
could revolutionize food pantry
collection systems worldwide.

Design Iteration
Prototype 1

Our first iteration was
a mobile vending
machine, where the
food would be
dispensed out of a
single back door when
students typed their
password into a
keypad.

Prototype 2

Our second iteration
abandoned the
vending-machine
mechanism and
created 6 individual
lockers, for individual
backpack storage each
unlocked by a specific
password.

Loop Section (runs over and over again):
● The keypad waits for any key to be pressed.
● If the password is detected, the servo unlocks (moves to angle 110).
● If the keys “*” or “#” are pressed, the servo locks again (moves to angle 30).

Testing Process
We asked students at Parkrose High School if they would prefer to
use our mobile locker system instead of picking up their backpacks
from staff members. We also asked students to try out the mobile
locker system and rate their experience.
Questions: How would you prefer to pick up your backpack?
66.7% of students would prefer to use the
mobile locker system instead of picking it up
from a staff member (25%) or having it
dropped off in class (8.3%).
n = 24
Question: How was your experience using the mobile locker
system?

Design Process
We interviewed our client,
Ms.Ediza, who created the
Parkrose Food Pantry and runs
it with her AVID students. She
shared a background about the
pantry, detailed her experience
with running the school’s food
pantry, and answered our
questions about how the
backpacks were packed and
delivered to students. She
shared some of the barriers
that her group faced with
running it. As well as some
improvements that she’d want.

Setup Section (runs once)
● The arduino is told which pin the Servo motor is connected to (11)
● The servo moves to the locked position (angle 30)

Final Prototype

Our third iteration
took inspiration from
both of our previous
iterations. We brought
back the wheels to
increase efficiency of
delivery and added 6
more lockers to serve
more families.

Future Iterations:
● Metal components
for added security
● Create an app that
alerts students
when ready for
pickup.
● Create multiple
carts for additional
pickup locations.

100% of students rated their experience as
excellent.
n = 24

Results & Conclusion
The Mobile locker system improves the user experience (both
students and volunteers) and successfully meets the objectives of
our project.
● Objective 1: Confidentiality. Students can now access food
support without embarrassment or shame. We expect to
see an increase in the number of families requesting support.
● Objective 2: Access. Students can now access food
backpacks at their convenience rather than just the 30
minutes after the end of the school day.
● Objective 3: Efficiency. Volunteers will now be able to deliver
food support backpacks in one central location instead of
delivering individual backpacks to different locations
throughout the school. We expect that this will save
enormous amount of time for the workers, who can then
dedicate more time towards outreach and inventory.
The mobile locker system is an impactful invention. Our next steps
would be to market this product to investors who could then sell our
locker system to other school and community food banks
worldwide. If students and their families have a way to receive food
support in a way that reduces stigma and embarrassment, we
expect that more of the 12 million students who go hungry in the
US each year will access the resources they need.

